THE JOSN SAGE FIRST PUBLICATION AWARD
The JOSN SAGE First Publication Award recognizes writing excellence of a first-time school nurse author. The selected manuscript represents the best first publication by a practicing school nurse published in The JOSN and judged on the basis of its contribution to thought and or practice in school nursing and the form and writing clarity of the submission.
Robin Adair Shannon is the school nurse receiving the 2010 JOSN SAGE First Publication Award for her publication entitled Frequent Visitors: Somatization in School-age Children and Implications for School Nurses (Shannon, Bergren, & Matthews, 2010 Dr. Robbins' research program is clearly focused on school-age children's physical activity. She recognizes the importance of tailored programs for male and female students. Her approach of working with children to identify their beliefs about exercise as a base for intervention models can also be an important approach for school nurses. Dr. Robbins' research has been funded by internal grants at the universities where she has worked, and the National Institutes of Health. She has been honored by Sigma Theta Tau, the Midwest Nursing Research Society, the University of Michigan, and Michigan State University. She has published in many prestigious, peer-reviewed journals and presented articles at local, regional, national, and international meetings. Dr. Robbins is a member of the reviewer pool for The JOSN.
Dr. Robbins and her husband have three children. The oldest daughter is a nurse, the youngest daughter is a college student and their 16-year-old son plays competitive soccer. Dr.
Robbins and her husband enjoy traveling and watching their son play his sport. They also like to (downhill) ski, go out to dinner in Ann Arbor, and take long walks in the neighborhood.
OTHER NEWS: IMPACT FACTOR COMING IN JULY 2011 While acceptance in a peer-reviewed journal represents recognition for excellence, acceptance in peer-reviewed journals that have an impact factor is very prestigious. An impact factor is an important metric for success among scholarly journals and is recognized internationally. An impact factor measures the citation frequency of articles published in the journal in a given period of time. Journals that are frequently cited are influential in nursing and other fields because they attract readers from many disciplines who are in practice, policy work, and research. Many universities evaluate faculty performance on the basis of publishing in journals with an impact factor, thus those journals receive the highest quality of manuscripts for review. The manuscripts published by the JOSN SAGE Writing Award winners have been opened for free access online and contribute to the prestige of The JOSN. We are happy to announce that Thomson Reuters reported to the editorial staff that The JOSN has been accepted to be included and to receive an impact factor in the nursing category for 2010. The 2010 impact factors will be released in July 2011.
Congratulations to the 2011 JOSN SAGE Writing Award winners.
Julia Muennich Cowell, PhD, APHN, FAAN Executive Editor
